Additional Resources
Teacher Workshop Series | Indigenous Women: Artists and Activists, Session 4

Indigenous Women: Artists and Activists (Session 3) | Smithsonian NMAI, YouTube

Indigenous Women: Artists and Activists (Session 2) | Smithsonian NMAI, YouTube

Indigenous Women: Artists and Activists (Session 1) | Smithsonian NMAI, YouTube

Native Women and Civic Action Conversation Kit | The National Museum of the American Indian and American Women’s History Initiative

See, Think, Wonder | Harvard Graduate School of Education, Project Zero

Laura Da’ Poet

NMAI Collections Search | National Museum of the American Indian

Because of Her Story | Smithsonian

Living Nations, Living Words | Library of Congress

Learning in Places

National Indian Education Association

NMAI Indigenous Land Acknowledgment Resources:

NMAI Indigenous Land Acknowledgment Resources | Smithsonian NMAI, YouTube

Honoring Original Indigenous Inhabitants: Land Acknowledgment | Helpful Handout Educator Resource

Educator’s Blog: Land Acknowledgments as a Tool Towards Social Justice in Your Classroom | Smithsonian Magazine